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I Know How This Ends: stories of dementia care.
Art by Dr Peter Wilkins and Melissa Martins. Story adapted by Dr Peter Wilkins.




I Know How This Ends is the second volume in a series that 
started with Parables of Care: Creative Responses to Dementia 
Care (2017). The project explores the potential of comics to 
enhance the impact of dementia care research. The comics
resulting from the project are available in printed and digital 
form at no cost, as open access resources.
 
Dementia is a syndrome in which there is deterioration of the 
ability to process thought and therefore to perform
everyday activities. It affects memory, thinking, orientation, 
comprehension, calculation, learning capacity, language, and 
judgement. It mainly affects older people, but it is not a 
normal part of ageing. According to the latest figures from 
the World Health Organization, around 50 million people have 
dementia worldwide, with nearly 10 million new cases occurring 
each year. Between 5-8% of people aged 60 and over have
dementia at any given time. By 2030, 82 million people are
anticipated to have dementia and 152 million by 2050.
 
I Know How This Ends is a comic book that presents, in
synthesised form, stories crafted from narrative data
collected via interviews with professional caregivers,
educators, and staff at Douglas College in Vancouver, Canada, 
who have cared for relatives and people with dementia in 
hospital. The comic is structured like a classical Greek
tragedy – with a prologue, three episodes, and an epilogue – 
because the stories we worked with had the elements of
tragedy: inevitability, stratagems to avoid fate that merely 
bring it on, and catharsis of negative emotions. The intention 
of the book is to show the importance of feeling in
care-giving, the professional aspects of which are sometimes 
at odds with the family systems aspect of dementia.
  Both comics can be found and downloaded via:
City Res City Research Online, City, University of London: 
htp://openaccess.city.ac.uk
ChesterRep, University of Chester: htp://chesterep.openrepository.com
DOOR, Douglas Colege: htp://dc.arcabc.ca
CORE, Humanities Commons: htps://hcommons.org
To request print comics, please visit: htps://blogs.city.ac.uk/parablesofcare 
 
  World Health Organization, Dementia Key Facts






Both Parables of Care and I Know How This Ends are
attempts to think about the concept of Graphic Medicine as 
developed by Ian Williams, MK Czerwiec and others.
I Know How This Ends contemplates the intersection of the 
representation of medical phenomena in comics, with various 
comics forms and literary genres, in an effort to find a fit 
for stories about dementia. This work is preliminary, and we 
anticipate further experiments and commentary that flesh 
out how comics can best depict stories about dementia and 
dementia care.
 
If you would like to share your feedback on this comic, would 
like to order some more free copies or would like to find out 
more about the project please visit 
https:/blogs.city.ac.uk/parablesofcare where you can get in 
touch with us and access more resources. 
 
We will be very happy to hear from you.
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I Know How This Ends was made possible by a Research
Incentive Grant from Douglas College and is part of the
Parables of Care project, developed by faculty from the 
Centre for Human-Computer Interaction Design, City,
University of London, Douglas College and the University of 
Chester. Parables of Care Project Lead: Dr Ernesto Priego. 
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Around 50 million people have dementia worldwide. Between 5-8% of people 
aged 60 and over have dementia at any given time. By 2030, 82 million 
people are anticipated to have dementia. I Know How This Ends explores 
ways of representing dementia care and depicting the stories of
care-givers. It interrogates genre and form, attempting to approach the
emotional complexity of dementia.
